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Rose Munez—SEE student (Rockhampton)
Hi, my name is Rose Munez.
Everyone calls me “Little Rose”
because I’m a very short person—just 4ft10 (147cm). My ethnic background is SpanishPhilippines and I grew up speaking
Tagalog. When I first attended
the SEE program at CEA, I was
very shy; I can remember being
very nervous that first day. I
could not have written this personal story because my grammar
was really poor, but now I’ve
reached Level 3 in writing and so
you’re lucky you get to read
about my experiences at CEA. I got
lots of support from my teachers and I
know I’m a good writer now! But didn’t
get support just with my language and

numbers. Thanks to CEA, I am now
much more confident as a person. I
don’t say, “I can’t do this” but “I’ll put
in the effort and ask for help when I
need it, and I CAN do just about anything!” So now, I’m studying the Disability Skill Set. I’m finding it very hard
but so far I’ve already completed 6
units including, ‘Person-centred behaviour support’ and ‘Facilitate the empowerment of people with disability’.
I’ve worked really hard and I feel very
proud of myself. The support given to
me here from both teachers and other
students has been very important so
I’m going to come back next year to
continue my studies. I’m moving into
‘Individual Support’ including ‘Aged
Care’ so maybe one day I’ll meet you.

Jasmine Acheson—SEE student (Rockhampton)
My name is Jasmine Acheson,
but they call me Jazzy for
short. I go to CEA Training
Centre in Rockhampton. My
experiences with CEA have
been exceptionally great. My
confidence and stability were
my weaknesses, along with
lack of skills in English and
Maths. I had trouble communicating with others, especially when I needed help.
Since I’ve been at CEA, I now
have confidence in all those
areas. I’ve met amazing people
who’ve taught me life skills in
different aspects of life. I can
now stand up in front of the
SEE class and teach other students when they need help. My

confidence has improved so much
that now I’m doing Certificate II in
Health Services as well as continuing to improve my Literacy and
Numeracy skills in the SEE program. I’ve made so many friends
and right decisions in my life since I
have been here. I’m very grateful
to teachers and students of CEA
and I’m very proud of how far I
have come. I wouldn’t be able to
do the things I can now do if it
weren’t for CEA. Thanks for reading my little story on my time here
at Rocky CEA and good luck to
you.
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